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ABSTRACT

Aims. We report on the first detailed multiwavelength study of the radio source G29.37+0.1, which is an as-yet-unclassified object
linked to the very-high-energy γ-emitting source HESS J1844−030. The origin of the multiwavelength emission toward G29.37+0.1
has not been clarified so far, leaving open the question about the physical relationship between these sources.
Methods. Using observations carried out with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT), we performed high-quality full-
synthesis imaging at 610 MHz of the field containing G29.37+0.1. The obtained data, combined with observations at 1400 MHz from
The Multi-Array Galactic Plane Imaging Survey (MAGPIS) were used to investigate in detail the properties of its radio emission. Ad-
ditionally, we reprocessed archival data obtained with the XMM-Newton and Chandra observatories in order to get a multiwavelength
view of this unusual source.
Results. The radio source G29.37+0.1 mainly consists of a bright twisted structure, named the S-shaped feature. The high sensitiv-
ity of the new GMRT observations allowed the identification of potential lobes, jets, and a nuclear central region in the S-shaped
morphology of G29.37+0.1. We also highlight the detection of diffuse and low surface brightness emission enveloping the brightest
emitting regions. The brightest emission in G29.37+0.1 has a radio synchrotron spectral index α = 0.59± 0.09. Variations in the spec-
tral behaviour are observed across the whole radio source with the flattest spectral features in the central nuclear and jets components
(α ∼ 0.3). These results lead us to conclude that the brightest radio emission from G29.37+0.1 likely represents a newly recognized
radio galaxy. The identification of optical and infrared counterparts to the emission arising from the core of G29.37+0.1 strengthens
our interpretation of an extragalactic origin of the radio emission. We performed several tests to explain the physical mechanism
responsible for the observed X-ray emission, which appears overlapping the northeastern part of the radio emission. Our spectral
analysis demonstrated that a non-thermal origin for the X-ray emission compatible with a pulsar wind nebula is quite possible. The
analysis of the spatial distribution of the CO gas revealed the presence of a complex of molecular clouds located in projection adjacent
to the radio halo emission and probably interacting with it. We propose that the faint halo represents a composite supernova remnant
with a pulsar powered component given by the diffuse X-ray emission superimposed along the line of sight to the radio galaxy.
Further broadband observations of HESS J1844−030 are needed to disentangle its origin, although its shape and position suggest an
extragalactic origin connected to G29.37+0.1.
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1. Introduction

Since their earlier classification as Fanaroff and Riley class I
(FRI) and class II (FRII) objects (Fanaroff & Riley 1974), radio
continuum surveys have been very efficient in identifying thou-
sands of radio galaxies. While all these objects have a galac-
tic nucleus, the main difference between the members of these
two groups is the brightness surface distribution. Indeed, while
FRI radio galaxies are core-brightened objects dominated by the
presence of collimated jets extending in opposite directions from
the energetic centre, the members of the FRII group also have
hotspot regions of bright emission toward the end of diffuse
lobes powered by the relativistic jets. Studies of radio galaxies
highlight the importance of these sources for understanding a

? The reduced GMRT image (FITS file) is only available at the CDS
via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/602/A31

variety of issues such as the cycle of radio activity and the
interaction of the jets with the ambient medium during their
evolution.

While the radio galaxies are possibly the most energetic sin-
gle entities in the Universe, supernovae (SNe) and their remnants
(SNRs) could also be the most powerful astronomical sources
inside a galaxy. In our Galaxy, despite considerable effort, the
number of identified SNRs (∼300, Green 2014) is at least three
times smaller than that expected from statistical studies. The
OB star counts, pulsar birth rates, and SN rates in other Lo-
cal Group galaxies predict ∼1–2 stellar explosions per century
and a lapse of 50 000 to 100 000 yr in which the radio syn-
chrotron emission from their remnants is observable (Li et al.
1991; Tammann et al. 1994).

Over the last decade, observations with instruments such
as the Fermi- Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT), VERI-
TAS, MAGIC, AGILE, and the High Energy Stereoscopic
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System (H.E.S.S.) have permitted successful identification of a
huge amount of both Galactic and extragalactic γ-ray emitting
sources. To date, a number of the high-energy emitting Galactic
objects are known to be associated with SNRs, pulsar wind neb-
ulae (PWNe), and binary systems, while active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) would be responsible for the extragalactic γ-ray emis-
sion (Acero et al. 2013, 2016; Ackermann et al. 2015. For an ex-
tensive updated catalogue of TeV sources see, for instance, the
TeVCat web page1). There is still an important number of γ-ray
sources, particularly in the Galactic plane, for which a clear iden-
tification has not been established. In these cases, a broadband
approach using multiwavelength observations, especially in the
radio and X-ray bands, is essential to advance the understanding
of the nature of the γ-ray emission processes.

This work focuses on the puzzling radio source named
G29.37+0.1. The nature of this object has remained obscure:
although G29.37+0.1 was proposed to be a new SNR can-
didate (Helfand et al. 2006), its morphology comprising two
oppositely-directed jets and lobes from a point source located
at its centre strongly resembles the structure of a radio galaxy
(possibly PMN J1844−03062, Helfand et al. 1989). The situ-
ation became further confusing after the detection with the
H.E.S.S. telescope array of a complex of TeV sources toward
G29.37+0.1 (Hoppe 2008). Among them, the so-called “compo-
nent C” (HESS J1843−033C) was detected overlapping only the
northeastern edge of the radio source. The latest data recorded
with H.E.S.S. reveal the γ-ray source HESS J1844−030 now
spatially overlapping, at least as we see projected on the plane of
the sky, the whole radio emission from G29.37+0.13. As far as
we know, no evidence for variability was reported in the gamma-
ray flux. The preliminary analysis toward HESS J1844−030
yields a flux of 1.0% of the Crab’s in the 0.2–100 TeV energy
range. The apparent correlation makes a connection between the
HESS source and G29.37+0.1 very plausible. Despite the in-
triguing morphology of G29.37+0.1 and its likely connection to
HESS J1844−030, this system has received little attention since
it was first observed making this region worthwhile to survey. In
this work, we present a multifrequency approach aimed at ex-
ploring the origin of both sources with a view to understanding
whether they are physically linked or not.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Radio continuum data

We used the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) during
two sessions on 21 and 22 March 2015 to carry out full-synthesis
imaging in the G29.37+0.1/HESS J1844−030 region, with a to-
tal time of 17 hours under the project code 27−027. The primary
beam of the full array for imaging covers the entire radio emis-
sion from G29.37+0.1 (FWHM of the primary beam of GMRT
is 0◦.7 at 610 MHz).

The data from each day were fully reduced and imaged
separately to ensure that there were no day-to-day amplitude
discrepancies. All the calibration and data reduction were per-
formed using the Astronomical Image Processing Software
(AIPS) package developed by the N.R.A.O. We initiated the re-
duction of the data by manually removing visibilities affected
by strong radio frequency interference (RFI) throughout the ob-
serving band. Dead antennas were also flagged. To calibrate the

1 http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
2 Parkes-MIT-NRAO (PMN) catalogue (Gregory et al. 1994).
3 Deil C. et al. for the H.E.S.S. Collaboration, “H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane
Survey”, ICRC. August 4, 2015.

amplitude response of individual antennas we used short ob-
servations of the standard calibrators 3C 48 and 3C 286 during
March 21 and 22 observing runs, respectively. This calibration
was performed setting the flux scale according to the coefficients
taken from Perley & Butler (2013). Phase and bandpass calibra-
tions were derived from 1822−096. Subsequently, the calibra-
tion was applied to the target field visibilities. Before imaging,
the data for each day were averaged in terms of frequency by
collapsing the bandwidth to 41 spectral channels (the observ-
ing mode used a total BW 33 MHz comprising 512 individual
65 kHz channels). Such spectral average reduced the data vol-
ume and is acceptable to avoid radial smearing out to the edge
of the primary beam.

The final calibrated visibility data for each day were com-
bined into a single uv data set and imaged by adopting a weight-
ing scheme with the Briggs robust parameter equal to 0 (a com-
promise between uniform weighting of the baseline for highest
angular resolution and natural weighting for highest sensitivity).
To deal with the non-coplanarity of the visibilities, we employed
wide-field imaging based on a pseudo-three-dimensional mul-
tifacet algorithm (Cornwell & Perley 1992). In order to reduce
residual phase variations and to increase the dynamic range, the
imaging procedure also included two iterations of phase-only
self-calibration and a final phase and amplitude self-calibration.
Further self-calibration loops were not necessary as these did
not improve the fidelity, nor reduce the noise of the image. In
each iteration we inspected and flagged any weaker RFI-affected
visibilities that could have persisted at this stage. The average
synthesized beam for the map made with combined frequency
channels is 6′′.55 × 5′′.26. The rms noise in the 610 MHz GMRT
image is 0.42 mJy beam−1, after correcting for the response of
the primary beam.

A complementary radio image at 1400 MHz available in
the Multi-Array Galactic Plane Imaging Survey (MAGPIS,
Helfand et al. 2006) was also used to investigate the local spec-
tral properties of G29.37+0.1 in combination with the GMRT
610 MHz image. The MAGPIS image has a synthesized beam
6′′.2 × 5′′.4 and an rms 0.7 mJy beam−1.

2.2. X-ray observations

We studied the X-ray emission from the G29.37+0.1 field by re-
processing archival data obtained with the Chandra and XMM-
Newton observatories. The combination of these two datasets
permitted us to perform the most detailed spatially-resolved
X-ray spectroscopic study of the region presented so far.

The source G29.37+0.1 was observed on two occasions
with Chandra using the I array of the Advanced Charge-
Coupled Device (CCD) Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS-I) oper-
ating in the VFAINT telemetry format. The region was also
observed on two occasions with XMM-Newton using the three
EPIC cameras aboard the telescope (i.e. MOS1, MOS2, and
pn). Both observations were pointed toward the X-ray point-
like source AX J1845.0−0300, located in the northeastern por-
tion of G29.37+0.1. This X-ray source was first discovered by
Torii et al. (1998) with ASCA. Table 1 summarizes the Chandra
and XMM-Newton archival observations used in this paper.

The Chandra data were reprocessed employing the Chandra
Interactive Analysis of Observations software package (CIAO,
version 4.6) using the standard procedure in which the cali-
bration products are provided by CALDB 4.6.1.1. The reduc-
tion of the XMM-Newton observations was performed using the
Science Analysis System (SAS, version 13.5.0) and the HEA-
soft (version 6.15.1) analysis package. For each XMM-Newton
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Table 1. Summary of the Chandra and XMM-Newton observations in the region of G29.37+0.1.

Telescope Obs-ID Instrument Date Effective exposure
time (ks)

Chandra 11 232 ACIS-I Aug. 11, 2009 29.5
11 801 ACIS-I Jun. 17, 2010 29.4

XMM-Newton 0602350101 MOS1, MOS2, pn Apr. 14, 2010 34.5, 34.5, 23.3
0602350201 MOS1, MOS2, pn Apr. 16, 2010 33.2, 37.5, 16.1

Notes. We report the date of observation and the effective exposure time after filtering periods of high count-rate.
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Fig. 1. a) Total power radio image at 610 MHz of the G29.37+0.1 field as observed with the GMRT. Contour is traced at 1 mJy beam−1. The
resolution is 6′′.55 × 5′′.26 and the rms noise is 0.42 mJy beam−1; b) same field of view at 1400 MHz from MAGPIS. Overlaid contour is at
1.2 mJy beam−1. The angular resolution of this image is 6′′.2 × 5′′.4 and the measured sensitivity level is 0.7 mJy beam−1. The colour scales are
both in mJy beam−1. The dashed circle in both panels delineates the position and size of the TeV γ-ray source HESS J1844−030.

observation we obtained light curves in the high-energy band
(E > 10 keV) and we filtered the event files to remove periods
of high count-rate. We applied additional filtering of the XMM-
Newton dataset to include only events with FLAG = 0 and PAT-
TERN ≤ 12 and ≤ 4 for MOS and pn cameras, respectively. The
final data consist of filtered event files appropriate to extract sci-
ence products.

2.3. The G29.37+0.1 field at other wavelengths

For the purpose of deriving kinematic distances, we used the
21-cm line emission of the neutral hydrogen (HI) from the Very
Large Array (VLA) Galactic Plane Survey (VGPS, Stil et al.
2006). These data imaged the region around G29.37+0.1 with
a spatial resolution of 1′, an rms noise level per velocity channel
of ∼2 K, and a spectral resolution of 1.56 km s−1 with a sepa-
ration in velocity channels of 0.82 km s−1. On the other hand,
to investigate the morphological and kinematic properties of the
molecular component of the interstellar medium (ISM), we em-
ployed data from the Galactic Ring Survey (GRS, Jackson et al.
2006), which maps the J = 1–0 rotational transition line of the
13CO gas with an angular resolution of 46′′, a separation between
consecutive velocity channels of ∼0.2 km s−1, and a sensitivity
better than 0.4 K.

3. A multiwavelength view
of the G29.37+0.1/HESS J1844−030 system

3.1. Radio continuum emission

3.1.1. Morphological properties

In Fig. 1a we show the new GMRT total power continuum radio
image of G29.37+0.1 at 610 MHz. The emission is character-
ized by a bright curved feature showing a “S”-shaped profile ex-
tended about 6′ in size in the northeast-southwest direction. As
can be seen in the new GMRT image, this structure ends abruptly
in the form of lobes with well defined outer boundaries. Sig-
nificant internal curved structures are mainly noticeable in the
northeastern portion of the arched emission, at the end of which
a forward protrusion with enhanced radio emission is detected
(RA ' 18h44m43′′, Dec ' −03◦05′20′′, J2000.0). Inside the
S-shaped feature, a double-sided jet seems to emanate from a
central point-like source (hereafter, the “nucleus” or “core”) lo-
cated at RA ' 18h44m34′′, Dec ' −03◦07′17′′. The projected
separation between the centre of the source and the end of each
jet is similar (∼0′.8). Moreover, both radio lobes extend up to
similar angular distances from the core (∼3′.1 and ∼3′.4 for the
northeastern and southwestern lobe, respectively). A brightness
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asymmetry is observed between the lobes, being the northeastern
one nearly 2.7 times brighter than its opposite counterpart.

From a pure morphological point of view, the appearance of
the S-shaped structure in G29.37+0.1 is very reminiscent of a
radio galaxy consisting of two opposite radio lobes at the end
of a jet-nucleus structure (e.g. Lara et al. 2001; Weżgowiec et al.
2016). However, it is difficult to classify it as an FRI or FRII
type galaxy by a simple morphological analysis. On one hand,
G29.37+0.1 presents jets extending beyond a core, but these do
not seem to dominate the radio emission, as is typically observed
in FRI objects. On the other hand, edge-brightened lobe struc-
tures with bright radio emission inside are also part of the emis-
sion observed from this source, as is expected in galaxies be-
longing to the FRII category. Figure 2 displays a total-intensity
contour map of the full source at 610 MHz. In this representation
the complex structure of brighter features are clearly shown. The
bright emission region approximately at the middle of the north-
eastern lobe together with the protuberance at its outer edge may
be interpreted as evidence for the so-called hotspot-like charac-
teristic of FRII radio sources. Such protrusions of emission push-
ing forward the leading edge of the lobes were also observed in
several radio galaxies classified as FRII sources (see for instance
3C 223 and 4C 73.08, Weżgowiec et al. 2016; Orrù et al. 2010).
On the opposite southwestern lobe, the emission appears more
diffuse without a significant hotspot. Radio structural asymme-
tries, such as those observed in G29.37+0.1, were also found
in other radio galaxies, J1211+743 and J1918+742 being good
examples (Pirya et al. 2011, and references therein). Both intrin-
sic differences between the lobes and extrinsic effects (including
orientation and environmental asymmetries) have been used by
a number of authors to explain the observed asymmetries in the
brightness of the lobes in radio galaxies (Gopal-Krishna & Wiita
2000; Pirya et al. 2011).

The S-shaped feature in G29.37+0.1 is surrounded by a
region of low surface brightness, which we designate “halo”.
This faint emission has a relatively sharp outer boundary and
is slightly brighter over the eastern and southern sides. We note
that although artefacts are not present in the new GMRT im-
age, the non detection of the complete emission from the halo
at 610 MHz could be ascribed to possible missing low-level ex-
tended emission. At this frequency the halo component looks
like a ring rather than an envelope of low-surface brightness
distribution as is observed at 1400 MHz. We also mention that
this faint component is either undetected or poorly detected in
other imaging radio surveys (e.g. 1.4 GHz NRAO VLA Sky Sur-
vey, Condon et al. 1998; 1.4 GHz VGPS, Stil et al. 2006; NRAO
VLA Archive Survey image at 5 GHz, Crossley et al. 2008).
This structure has probably been missed due to sensitivity limits
in these radio observations plus the poorer overall uv-coverage
of snapshot in some of these surveys. The detection of similar
halo components in radio galaxies is rare, with only few clear
cases known. The most extreme example of a low-surface bright-
ness component is M 87 for which Owen et al. (2000), using the
Very Large Array at 330 MHz, reported the detection of a large-
scale radio structure encompassing the lobes, jets, and nucleus of
the radio galaxy. The faint emission in this region is inhomoge-
neous and highly filamentary. Recently, Weżgowiec et al. (2016)
after combining interferometric and single dish observations at
1400 MHz were able to resolve out the diffuse radio emission
forming the halo structure in five radio galaxies (over a sample
of 15 objects). Notably, all of them correspond to objects lo-
cated well off the Galactic plane. In our work, the faint emission
surrounding the S -shape feature in G29.37+0.1 could be either
the halo of the radio galaxy or a Galactic feature in positional
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Fig. 2. Radio contour map of G29.37+0.1 at 610 MHz. The contour
levels traced at 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.2, 2.9, 3.5, 4.1, 4.8, and 5.4 mJy beam−1

help to identify the presumed hotspot region and lobes in the S-shaped
structure. The synthesized beam plotted at the bottom left corner is
6′′.55 × 5′′.26.

coincidence along the line of sight toward the S-like structure.
In Sect. 4.2.2 we discuss further this topic.

3.1.2. Global and local radio spectral properties
of G29.37+0.1

Based on the new radio observations at 610 MHz, we have
estimated an integrated flux density of S 610 = 1.42± 0.35 Jy
for the S-like feature in G29.37+0.1, where the attenuation of
the primary beam has been corrected for this calculation. In
Table 2 we list the estimated values of the flux densities inte-
grated over the entire bright S-like component by using the new
and public-domain data. The corresponding flux measurements
over its northeastern and southwestern radio lobes are also re-
ported in Table 2. In all cases, the relative contribution of the
nucleus and jet components to the total radio flux density of
the whole S-shaped feature is slightly less than 10%. At each
frequency, the area of integration was defined using a polygon
around the emission region. All the new measured flux estimates
were tied to the flux scale of Perley & Butler (2016). The quoted
errors are mainly due to uncertainties in defining the boundaries
of the radio emission and the average background level that may
occasionally be present, with a contribution from the uncertainty
in the calibration of each dataset.

In Fig. 3 we show a plot of the total integrated spectrum for
the S-shaped feature and the two radio lobes in G29.37+0.1, cal-
culated using the flux densities reported in Table 2. A weighted
fit to the data points using a single power law yields for the
whole S-shaped component a slope α = 0.59± 0.09 (defined
here by the relation S ν ∝ ν

−α, with S ν the flux at the frequency
ν). This integrated spectral index implies that the radiation from
the S-shaped feature has a non-thermal origin. The fact that the
integrated flux density measured at 610 MHz falls nicely on the
power law demonstrates that our GMRT image is missing lit-
tle, if any emission on the angular scales of the lobes, and thus
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Table 2. Measured radio flux densities over the S-shaped feature and
each lobe in G29.37+0.1.

Frequency Flux density [Jy] Data

[MHz] S-shape NEa Lobe SWa Lobe

330 2.02± 0.43 0.72± 0.20 0.25± 0.09 GPS

610 1.42± 0.35 0.71± 0.19 0.27± 0.15 This work

1400 1.06± 0.27 0.54± 0.10 0.23± 0.12 MAGPIS

1400 0.75± 0.09 0.33± 0.06 0.11± 0.05 NVSS

1420 0.89± 0.31 0.45± 0.19 0.18± 0.08 VGPS

4860 0.41± 0.06 0.21± 0.06 0.07± 0.04 NVAS

Notes. (a) Here, NE and SW respectively denote the northeastern and
southwestern radio lobes.
References. GPS: VLA Galactic Plane Survey; NVSS: NRAO VLA
Sky Survey, Condon et al. (1998); MAGPIS: Multi-Array Galactic
Plane Imaging Survey, Helfand et al. (2006); VGPS: VLA Galactic
Plane Survey, Stil et al. (2006); NVAS: NRAO VLA Archive Survey
can be browsed through http://archive.nrao.edu/nvas/

our flux density measurements and spectrum over the brightest
S-like component are reliable.

From Fig. 3 and Table 2 it seems that the ratio between the
integrated flux densities of the lobes has a break at a frequency
of ∼1400 MHz (a behaviour that is not observed in the integrated
spectrum of the whole S-like feature). The break is more notice-
able for the southwestern lobe, which might be interpreted as a
physical difference between the two lobes (see Fig. 3). The de-
parture from a single power-law could be attributed to processes
of energy injection and losses that can occur as the energy car-
ried by the jets is diffused into them (Pacholczyk 1970). A simi-
lar spectral behaviour showing a high frequency steepening was,
for example, also observed in the integrated spectra of the ra-
dio lobes in the radio galaxy 4C 43.15 (Morabito et al. 2016). In
our case, the interpretation of a spectrum with a break for the
radio lobes relies mainly on the flux density points at 330 and
4860 MHz. So, further observations toward G29.37+0.1, espe-
cially at low and high radio frequencies, are crucial to confirm
the observed spectral trend.

In addition to the global radio continuum spectra, we
searched for spectral changes over the different components of
the radio source G29.37+0.1. Local variations in the spectral
radio index might be interpreted in terms of differences in the
underlying physical process that determine the energy of the
particles. For this analysis we used the new GMRT image at
610 MHz, together with the image at 1400 MHz from MAGPIS.
The latter image combines data from the B, C, and D configura-
tions of the VLA with data from the Effelsberg 100 m telescope
and thus does not suffer from the usual interferometric loss in
flux. We cautiously note that the datasets from which the spec-
tral indices were derived are not ideally matched to the same uv
range, as the visibility data were not available for the image at the
higher frequency. We hence constructed the spatially resolved
spectral index map shown in Fig. 4 by convolving both frequency
images to a common synthesized beam of 20′′, which abstains
from any masking effect caused by small scale variations. For
the S-like feature in G29.37+0.1 this approach is justified since
the reconstruction of the largest and smallest structures is simi-
lar at the two frequencies. This situation, however, does not hold
for the halo component whose low surface brightness, together
with some missing flux in the 610 MHz interferometric map,
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Fig. 3. Total integrated spectrum for the S-shaped component and each
radio lobe in G29.37+0.1. The flux density measurements made using
the new GMRT image are indicated by an open symbol. The straight
line represents a weighted fit with a power law index α = 0.59± 0.09 to
the data points measured in the S-like feature. No fit was performed to
the flux density estimates in both radio lobes (the dashed line between
points is only a reference to the reader).

precludes any detailed spectral analysis. To avoid any positional
offsets, the two images were aligned and interpolated to identi-
cal projections before calculating spectral indices. In addition,
to create the spectral map the 610 and 1400 MHz images were
masked at the 4.3σ and 3σ significance level of their respec-
tive noise levels. The uncertainties in the determination of the
spectral index from the map range between 0.08 and 0.15 for the
brightest and the faintest regions of G29.37+0.1, respectively.

The spectral index map displayed in Fig. 4 shows that the
nucleus and the jet region in the S-shaped feature have a flat
spectrum with a mean value α1400

610 ∼ 0.3, while the northeast-
ern and southwestern radio lobes have average spectral indices
of α1400

610 ∼ 0.47 and α1400
610 ∼ 0.55, respectively. In the northeast-

ern side there is a region which has a flatter spectrum of about
0.38–0.45 (compared with the surrounding lower brightness re-
gion of the lobe for which the spectrum ranges from 0.55 to 0.7).
This flat spectral region coincides with the bright area observed
inside this lobe, which we tentatively associated with a hotspot-
like structure (see Fig. 2). Other interesting spectral behaviour
occurs in the north-easternmost region of G29.37+0.1, where
a very flat spectrum (α1400

610 ∼ 0.35–0.40) at the site where the
X-ray emission was detected (as we discuss later in Sect. 3.2.1).
We noticed that the spectral behaviour in the S-like feature is
in concordance with that determined in others FRII objects (see
for instance Jamrozy et al. 2008 or Orrù et al. 2010) and in radio
sources with an hybrid appearance sharing properties of the FRI
and FRII-type galaxies (Pirya et al. 2011).

3.2. X-ray analysis of G29.37+0.1

3.2.1. X-ray imaging

To analyze the X-ray surface brightness in G29.37+0.1, we con-
structed images in different energy bands using the Chandra and
XMM-Newton observations. The Chandra data cover the over-
all radio emission from G29.37+0.1 including the halo region,
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ν−α). Only regions with flux densities greater than 4.3σ and 3σ of the
respective noise levels at 610 and 1400 MHz were used to create the
spectral index map. The 10, 20, and 40 mJy beam−1 contour levels from
the 20′′ resolution 610 MHz image is included.

while the XMM-Newton field completely covers the jet and radio
lobes but partially covers the halo seen at radio frequencies. The
morphology in the X-ray band as seen by both satellites is sim-
ilar and, due to its higher angular resolution, Chandra’s images
reveal some interesting features that will be pointed out in the
next paragraphs.

Using the CIAO tool merge−obs, we combined observations
from the projects 11 232 and 11 801 to construct a mosaicked
image of the region. The X-ray image was constructed with a
spatial binning of three pixels, which results in a spatial scale of
∼1′′.5/pixel. The resulting image was then smoothed by using a
Gaussian kernel with a radius of 2′′. Figure 5 displays the Chan-
dra image obtained in the energy range 2.5–7.5 keV, in which
the X-ray morphology is better distinguished. As can be easily
observed, the X rays coincide with the northeastern radio lobe of
G29.37+0.1.

Two compact sources were identified in both Chandra and
XMM-Newton datasets. For ease of reference, we will call these
sources PS1 and PS2 (see Fig. 5). The X-ray emission from PS1
originates mainly in the hard energy band (similar to the dif-
fuse emission), while the emission from PS2 comes also from
the soft and medium energy bands (i.e. 0.7–7 keV). We deter-
mined the centre of both point sources in the full resolution
(i.e. spatial binning = 1) Chandra mosaicked image by run-
ning the tool wavdetect in CIAO using the default settings.
This tool requires a map of the point spread function (PSF),
which was obtained by averaging the individual PSF maps of
each observation, weighted by the respective exposure time4. To
highlight the diffuse emission, we removed the detected discrete
X-ray sources from the image before adaptively smoothing it.
We used the roi tool in CIAO to create the source and back-
ground regions for PS1 and PS2, taking into account the output

4 Refer to the CIAO thread http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/
threads/
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Fig. 5. Colour image comparing the X-rays from G29.37+0.1 detected
with Chandra between 2.5 and 7.5 keV (Obs-ID 11232 and 11801) (in
cyan) with radio continuum emission at 610 MHz (in red). The loca-
tions of the two point sources detected in X rays are marked using plus
symbols. The circle indicates the size and position for the TeV emis-
sion from HESS J1844−030. The inset depicts the X-ray emission after
removing the point sources PS1 and PS2. The ellipse in the inset indi-
cates the region used to extract the spectrum of the entire nebula (see
Sect. 3.2.2). The dashed line marks the major-axis of the ellipse.

of the wavdetect tool. Finally, we replaced the source region
with an estimate of the local background using dmfilth with
POISSON statistics.

A zoomed view of the diffuse X-ray emission in the field
(after removing PS1 and PS2) is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
The asymmetric morphology of the X rays can be enclosed in
an elliptical shape with an angular size of 65′′ × 41′′ on the
plane of the sky and its semi-major axis oriented in the northeast-
southwest direction. In addition, the close-up image unveils two
faint tongues of X-ray emission emanating from the southeast
(∼27′′.5 long and ∼16′′ thick) and the southwest (∼40′′ long and
∼22′′ thick) sides of the nebula. These are oriented essentially in
the north-south direction.

The Chandra observations provide a sufficient number of
photons to determine the position of PS1 and PS2 very accu-
rately and hence to identify potential optical and/or infrared
counterparts to these sources. From the output of the wavdetect
tool, for the source PS1 we obtain an elliptical source re-
gion of 3′′.99 × 2′′.84 centred at RA = 18h44m43s.369, Dec =
−03◦05′18′′.19. The central position for the source PS2, de-
rived inside a region 1′′.50 × 1′′.35, is RA = 18h44m41s.835,
Dec = −03◦05′51′′.34. An enhancement in the X-ray emission is
located just to the south of PS1 only separated from the best-fit
position of this source by approximately 13′′.5. The sources PS1
and PS2 are respectively catalogued as CXO J18443.4−030520
and CXO J18444.1−030549 in the Chandra Source catalogue
(CSC, Evans et al. 2010), and as 3XMM J184442.9−030525 and
3XMM J184441.9−030550 in the XMM-Newton Serendipitous
Source catalogue (3XMM-DR4, Watson et al. 2009). We used
the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) to search for fea-
sible associations of the two sources detected in our Chandra
image with extragalactic objects. We found two NED sources
separated from PS1 and PS2 by 2′′.8 and 3′′, respectively. These
angular distances are larger than the average pointing uncertainty
of Chandra (61′′) and thus the X-ray sources cannot be directly
associated with the NED objects. We then analyzed possible
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Fig. 6. X-ray spectrum of G29.37+0.1 in the 1.5–8.0 keV energy band. We show the merged Chandra (in black) and XMM-Newton (in red) spectra
obtained combining the individual spectra for the different observations, as described in the text. The lines are the best-fit with a) an absorbed
power-law model and b) an absorbed bremsstrahlung model.

near-infrared identifications in the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) All-Sky catalogue of Point Sources (Cutri et al. 2003),
which has an astrometry uncertainty better than 0′′.1. The search
was done within a region of 2′′ to account for errors in the de-
termination of the X-ray positions and to minimize the proba-
bility of chance coincidence. We found a possible infrared (IR)
counterpart located about ∼1′′ from the X-ray source PS2, but
no IR point sources were distinguished within a matching radius
of ∼4′′ around the X-ray source PS1. Examining the Digital Sky
Survey (DSS), no obvious optical correlations were identified in
association with the X-ray point sources within a 5′′ radius.

3.2.2. X-ray spectroscopy

We used the CIAO tool specextract to obtain the Chandra
spectra, and the SAS evselect task for XMM-Newton spec-
tra. For all observations, the backgrounds were selected from
circular regions free of diffuse emission and point sources. For
each region, we extracted individual spectra from the data re-
ported in Table 1, thus obtaining two spectra for Chandra (cor-
responding to observations #11232 and #11801) and six spec-
tra for XMM-Newton (corresponding to the MOS1, MOS2, and
PN cameras of observations #0602350101 and #0602350201).
Then, we combined the spectra to produce a single merged
spectrum for Chandra and a single merged spectrum for XMM-
Newton, using the CIAO tool combine−spectra and the SAS
task epicspeccombine, respectively. During the fitting process,
we checked the consistency of the results obtained from the si-
multaneous fit of the two merged spectra and the results of the
simultaneous fit of all the eight spectra. We find that the model
parameters always agree and are better constrained when fitting
the merged spectra (i.e. confidence ranges are smaller).

After removing the contribution from the point sources PS1
and PS2, the spectrum of the nebula was extracted from the
elliptical region of 65′′ × 41′′ centred at RA ∼ 18h44m43s,
Dec ∼ −03◦05′39′′.1 shown in the inset of Fig. 5. The individ-
ual merged Chandra and XMM-Newton spectra were grouped
with a minimum of 20 and 40 counts per bin, respectively.
The two merged spectra were fitted simultaneously in the 1.5–
8.0 keV band using Xspec (version 12.8.1) and χ2 statistics.
The model parameters of the Chandra and XMM-Newton dataset
were tied together and only the normalizations were allowed

to vary independently to each other to account for different in-
strumental calibrations between the two telescopes. The merged
Chandra and XMM-Newton spectra are shown in Fig. 6. There
were 2050 and 3573 counts in the 1.5–8.0 keV band for the
Chandra and XMM-Newton spectrum, respectively. The X-ray
spectrum of G29.37+0.1 appears as a continuum with no hints
of the presence of emission lines.

We fitted the spectrum of the diffuse X-ray emission con-
sidering different scenarios. If the X-rays are produced in the
presumed radio galaxy, the emission may be originated by elec-
trons accelerated at the lobe that radiate through a non-thermal
mechanism (synchrotron or inverse Compton) or it may be ther-
mal emission produced by shocked gas surrounding the lobe.
Then, we used both a power-law and a bremsstrahlung model
to fit the non-thermal and thermal emission, respectively. In our
procedure, we included a photoelectric absorption component to
model the absorption of the Galactic interstellar medium. The
best-fitting model parameters are summarized in Table 3. The
listed errors correspond to the 90% confidence level.

In the case of an absorbed power-law model (wabs ×
powerlaw in the Xspec environment), letting the hydrogen col-
umn density NH and the photon index ΓX vary freely, the fit
resulted in a good χ2

d.o.f. = χ2/d.o.f. ∼ 1.05 (d.o.f. being the
number of degrees of freedom), a Galactic absorption column
density of NH(Gal) = 9.58 × 1022 cm−2, and a photon index
ΓX = 1.76. After correcting for Galactic absorption, the flux5

in the 1.5–8.0 keV band is ∼1.6× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1. For an
assumed redshift z = 0.05 of the radio emission lobe, we ob-
tain an absorption-corrected luminosity in the 1.5–8.0 keV band
of ∼9.1× 1042 erg s−1, while for z = 0.01 and z = 1 the esti-
mated luminosity are ∼3.4× 1041 erg s−1 and ∼8.2× 1045 erg s−1,
respectively (we present in Sect. 4.1.1 a further detailed dis-
cussion on the redshift estimate to the potential radio galaxy
G29.37+0.1).

On the other side, in the case of modelling the X-ray emis-
sion with a pure thermal bremsstrahlung component (wabs ×
zbremms in the Xspec environment), for z = 0.05 the resul-
tant best-fit hydrogen column density and electron tempera-
ture (Te) are ∼8.9× 1022 cm−2 and Te ∼ 14 keV, respectively.

5 Hereafter, to derive physical properties of the X-ray emission, we
use the flux obtained from the Chandra dataset. Using the flux of the
XMM-Newton observations yields similar results.
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Table 3. Best-fit parameters for the diffuse X-ray emission in G29.37+0.1 between 1.5 and 8.0 keV.

Model χ2
d.o.f.(d.o.f.) NH ΓX Te FChandra FXMM

[×1022 cm−2] [keV] [10−12 erg cm−2 s−1]

Power law 1.05(172) 9.58+1.51
−1.32 1.76+0.31

−0.29 – 1.56 ± 0.08 1.20 ± 0.05

Bremsstrahlung 1.05(172) 8.96+1.16
−1.03 – 13.73+19.51

−6.05 1.42 ± 0.08 1.10 ± 0.05

Notes. The reduced χ2 (=χ2/d.o.f., where d.o.f. are the degrees of freedom) is χ2
d.o.f., while F is the absorption-corrected flux in the 1.5–8.0 keV

energy band. We report the fluxes of Chandra FChandra and XMM-Newton FXMM dataset separately.
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Fig. 7. ACIS-I full-resolution image toward the point source PS1 in the
1.5−7.5 keV energy band, obtained from the combination of Chandra
observations #11232 and #11801. The red circle and the green annulus
are the source and background regions, respectively.

The flux in the 1.5–8.0 keV band (corrected for absorption) is
∼1.4× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1. In this model, the temperature is not
well constrained (Te ∼ 8–34 keV for a 90% confidence level)
and the best-fit value (Te ∼ 14 keV) is much higher than the
temperatures measured toward the lobes of other radio galax-
ies for which a thermal model works well (Grandi et al. 2003;
Isobe et al. 2005). Hence, we favour a non-thermal origin for the
X-ray emission.

We cannot omit that the obtained absorption parameter
for both the non-thermal and thermal models (NH(Gal) ∼
9 × 1022 cm−2) is high compared with the Galactic value
∼2× 1022 cm−2 measured from HI emission toward RA ∼

18h44m42s.3, Dec ∼ −03◦06′23′′ (or l∼ 29◦.4 b∼ 0◦.08), the cen-
tral coordinates of the northeastern lobe (Kalberla et al. 2005).
We also tried to fit the X-ray spectrum keeping fixed the hy-
drogen column density in 2× 1022 cm−2, but we were unable
to obtain statistically acceptable fits (χ2

d.o.f. > 2) for both non-
thermal and thermal models. In previous studies of the diffuse
X-ray emission from the lobes of radio galaxies, the values of
the hydrogen column densities obtained from the fitting are gen-
erally similar to the Galactic ones derived from the emission of
the HI at 21 cm, typically NH(Gal) . 1021 cm−2 (see for instance
Kraft et al. 2003; Isobe et al. 2006; Migliori et al. 2007). How-
ever, it is noticeable that in these cases the sources are located
well outside the Galactic plane, while the line of sight in the di-
rection of G29.37+0.1 passes through the Galactic disk.

The apparent correlation between X-ray and radio emission
may, however, simply be due to a superposition along the line
of sight rather than an X-ray counterpart to the radio emit-
ting plasma in our candidate galaxy. Therefore, as an alternative
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Fig. 8. ACIS-I spectrum of the point source PS1, obtained from the
combination of observations #11 232 and #11 801. The solid line is the
best fit power law model with a column hydrogen of 9.58 × 1022 cm−2.

analysis to the extragalactic scenario, we point out the possibil-
ity that the X-ray emission arises from our Galaxy. We found
that fitting the spectrum with a power-law model yields a photon
index Γx ∼ 1.76 (Table 3) compatible with that estimated in pul-
sar wind nebulae (Kargaltsev & Pavlov 2010), this being another
possible origin for the X-ray emission.

As mentioned above, the X-ray compact sources PS1 and
PS2 are superimposed on the diffuse emission. In the next para-
graphs, we perform a spectral analysis of their X-ray emission to
determine if, in a PWN scenario, they are reliable candidates to
be the pulsar which powers the high-energy nebula. We only use
Chandra observations to take advantage of the small extent of its
PSF, suitable for spectral analysis of point sources. In Fig. 7, we
show a full-resolution image of the X-ray emission toward PS1,
obtained from the combination of the Chandra datasets. Individ-
ual spectra of both Chandra observations were combined into
a single merged spectrum, which was grouped with a minimum
of eight counts per bin (see Fig. 8). We obtained 148 counts in
the 1.5–7.5 keV band. In spite of the low number of counts, the
spectral analysis can still provide some insights about the nature
of PS1.

The X-ray emission from pulsars may correspond either to
thermal emission from the neutron star surface or to non-thermal
emission from the magnetosphere. The thermal emission is usu-
ally well described by a black body model with a characteristic
temperature of ∼0.1 keV, while the non-thermal spectrum is well
described by a power-law model with photon index in the range
1.0 . ΓX . 2.0 (Kargaltsev & Pavlov 2010). We fitted the spec-
trum of PS1 by considering the absorption column density fixed
to the value obtained for the diffuse emission (9.58× 1022 cm−2)
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Table 4. Best-fit parameters of the spectral analysis of point source PS1.

Model χ2
d.o.f.(d.o.f.)

NH ΓX
Te

[×1022 cm−2] [keV]

Power law 0.86(16) 9.58* 1.75+0.63
−0.65 –

Power law 0.91(15) 9.31+10.83
−6.73 1.69+2.15

−1.66 –

Black body 0.95(16) 9.58* – 1.17+0.35
−0.21

Black body 1.01(15) 5.85+7.42
−4.62 – 1.51+1.86

−0.57

Notes. The symbol * indicates that the parameter was frozen.

and as a free parameter. In Table 4 we report the best-fit values
obtained using χ2 statistics. Due to the low number of counts per
bin, we also fitted the spectrum using Cash statistics and found
similar parameter values.

From the results reported in Table 4, we conclude that both
power-law and black body models provide similar adequate fits.
For the power-law, when NH is frozen to 9.58× 1022 cm−2,
the resulting photon index ΓX ∼ 1.75 is compatible with
the values measured toward other pulsars powering PWNe
(Kargaltsev & Pavlov 2010). The absorption-corrected flux in
the 1.5–8.0 keV band is 1.34× 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2. When NH is a
free parameter, its best-fit value is similar to the value toward the
diffuse emission, but the errors are larger. In this case, ΓX is also
badly constrained. Regarding the thermal model (black body),
the obtained electron temperatures Te for both NH, frozen and
free, are ∼1 keV, a value higher than that expected in a young
pulsar (PSR). Fixing Te = 0.1 keV results in an unacceptable
fit (χ2

d.o.f. � 1) for both NH fixed to 9.58 × 1022 cm−2 and free.
Thus, if PS1 is the compact object powering the diffuse emis-
sion detected in the direction of G29.37+0.1, its nature is likely
non-thermal.

In relation to PS2, this point source presents a variable count
rate between the two Chandra observations, increasing from
∼0.6× 10−2 cts/s (Obs-ID 11 232) to ∼2.1× 10−2 cts/s (Obs-ID
11801) in the 0.7–8.0 keV energy band. For this reason, we fitted
both observations separately. We extracted spectra from circular
regions of 2′′ centred in PS2 and we fitted them with non-thermal
(power-law) and thermal (black body) models, as we did for
PS1. For observation 11 232, we obtained 190 counts in the 0.7–
8.0 keV band and the power-law model yields a column density
NH ∼ 0.2×1022 cm−2 and a spectral index ΓX ∼ 0.78. For obser-
vation 11 801, we obtained 611 counts, NH ∼ 0.4×1022 cm−2 and
ΓX ∼ 0.95. The black body fit results in extremely low hydrogen
column densities (NH ∼ 1013 cm−2) and electron temperatures of
∼1.3 keV for both observations. We obtained unacceptable fits
when we fixed the hydrogen column density to the best-fit value
derived for the diffuse emission (NH = 9.58 × 1022 cm−2) for
both models. Thus, based on the large discrepancy between the
column densities derived for the diffuse emission and for PS2,
we argue that this point source is not related to the X-ray nebula
and conclude that in a PWN scenario PS1 could be the putative
pulsar powering the X-ray diffuse emission toward G29.37+0.1.

4. Discussion

In this section, we put together all the pieces of information
that we have collected in order to constrain the physical na-
ture of the continuum emission from the puzzling radio source
G29.37+0.1. Apart from the radio and X-ray analysis presented

in the previous sections, here we examine two basic hypotheses.
Firstly, we consider the possibility that the observed radio emis-
sion is from an extragalactic object. Secondly, we discuss, on
the basis of the distribution of both molecular and atomic gas lo-
cated in projection adjacent to G29.37+0.1, the alternative idea
in which the observed radio and X-ray emission do not originate
in a single object but from superimposed structures.

4.1. Extragalactic emission from G29.37+0.1?

4.1.1. The S-like feature in G29.37+0.1

As mentioned above, the observed surface brightness distribu-
tion of the S-like feature in G29.37+0.1 is found to be similar
to a radio galaxy. Morphological properties, however, are often
not sufficient by themselves to classify an extended source as
a galaxy, especially if it has a faint magnitude. Classification
methods based on infrared colour-colour plots along with the
search for optical counterparts are widely used for this purpose
(Machalski et al. 2001; Pollo et al. 2010; Kovács & Szapudi
2015). Using the DSS we have identified the radio core with
an optical source at the position RA ∼ 18h44m33s.6, Dec ∼
−03◦07′15′′.5. Its optical magnitudes are b ' 15.1, r ' 13.8,
i ' 12.3, and v ' 13.6 (Monet et al. 2003; Zacharias et al.
2004). This optical counterpart is very probably determined as
a non-stellar object in the USNO-B1.0 catalogue (Monet et al.
2003). We also searched for an infrared counterpart to the op-
tical source using near- and mid-infrared photometry and imag-
ing extracted from 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006). We identified
a 2MASS point source, named J18443367−0307153, lying in
the region of the DSS source. No redshift information is avail-
able for the identified optical counterpart. Thus, if we assume
that the DSS and 2MASS are counterparts to the radio core of
G29.37+0.1, and take the well-known infrared K-band versus z
relation for radio galaxies into account (Willott et al. 2003), the
measured K ' 10.86 mag for the 2MASS source implies a red-
shift z ∼ 0.05 for our radio galaxy candidate. In order to gain
additional insight into the nature of the nucleus component in
G29.37+0.1, we used infrared data extracted from the All-Sky
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (AllWISE) Source Cata-
logue (Mainzer et al. 2011). The four WISE bands from W1 to
W4 are centred at wavelengths of 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm, re-
spectively. In the WISE field, the source J184433.65−030710.0
is the closest to the nuclear radio component of G29.37+0.1 and
hence to its proposed optical counterpart (with an half power
beam widht (HPBW) of ∼6′′ similar to the WISE W1-data, the
accuracy of the GMRT image is about 2′′, i.e. 1/3 of its angu-
lar resolution). The global magnitudes of the WISE source are
W1 = 8.852± 0.023, W2 = 8.793± 0.023, W3 = 9.168± 0.397,
and W4 = 7.071± 0.522. Figure 9 depicts the 610 MHz ra-
dio emission from the central region of G29.37+0.1, illustrated
with brightness contours overlaid onto a WISE 3.4 µm (W1-
band) and DSS optical images. Despite the projected angular
offset between the central position of the WISE source and the
DSS/2MASS object, if we still consider the WISE source as a
plausible counterpart, we could determine the nature of the pre-
sumed host galaxy by combining the photometric information of
WISE with 2MASS data. Following Kovács & Szapudi (2015),
we employed the most sensitive WISE band W1 and the J band
from 2MASS to efficiently separate elliptical galaxies from stars.
By applying their W1−J ≤ −1.7 colour cut, which guaran-
tees the lowest stellar contamination, we found that the 2MASS
source J18443367−0307153 lies in the galaxy locus of the W1
vs. W1−J colour-magnitude plane. In this case, by linking the
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nuclear component observed at radio wavelengths to the bright-
est S-shaped morphology in G29.37+0.1, an extragalactic origin
for the radio emission observed from this whole structure seems
plausible. At this point, it is also necessary to mention that a sec-
ond 2MASS object (J18443361−0307095) was also found lying
at the centre of the WISE source. In our analysis, we did not con-
sider it to be related to the nuclear emission in G29.37+0.1 due
to the lack of an additional optical identification.

In what follows, we estimate a set of basic physical param-
eters for G29.37+0.1, including the radio luminosity, projected
linear size, equipartition magnetic field, and energy density, by
adopting the obtained z value. However, we recognize that due
to the low K-magnitude of the identified 2MASS source, which
is somewhat marginal in the K-z relation of Willott et al. (2003),
along with our uncertainty in classifying it as the counterpart to
the radio core, it is not possible to provide a reliable constraint
for the redshift. Hence, the same physical magnitudes were also
estimated by adopting an interval 0.01 < z < 1 of probable
values for the redshift at G29.37+0.1. This range is consistent
with those derived from previous studies of radio galaxies and
giant radio galaxies (with projected sizes over Mpc), for example
Lara et al. (2001), Willott et al. (2003). Using z = 0.05, the pro-
jected linear size of the 6-arcmin S-shaped structure is 373 kpc
(if H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27, and ΩΛ = 0.73 are
adopted, Spergel et al. 2003), or between 74 kpc and 8 Mpc if
a redshift range of 0.01 < z < 1 is considered. In the latter
case, G29.37+0.1 would belong to the class of giant radio galax-
ies. At z = 0.05 the total 610-MHz luminosity [W Hz−1] has a
log value of 25, or it ranges between 23.5 < log L610 < 27.5
for 0.01 < z < 1. Using our estimate for the radio spectral
index (αR ∼ 0.6), the corresponding logarithmic radio power
at 1.4 GHz is 24.8 at z = 0.05 (or 23.3 < log L1400 < 27.4,
0.01 < z < 1). Our results are in broad agreement with those
presented by Machalski & Jamrozy (2006), where a range of to-
tal power 24.3 < log L1400[W Hz−1] < 28.6 is measured for a
redshift interval from 0.03 to 1.8 in a large sample of selected
normal FRII radio sources. We are aware that for redshift val-
ues greater than ∼0.14 (for which the linear size of the S-shaped
structure is larger than 1 Mpc), the radio luminosity at 1400 MHz
(log L1400 ∼ 25.6) falls in the region of transition between FRI
and FRII-type large radio galaxies (see Lara et al. 2004).

We also estimate the magnetic field strength, Beq, averaged
over the whole S-shaped volume and over each lobe separately.
To do this calculation, we consider the minimum energy con-
dition, which roughly implies equipartition of energy densities
between fields and relativistic particles. Following the revised
formalism proposed by Beck & Krause (2005), we assume a fill-
ing factor of unity corresponding to a radio source completely
filled by the magnetic field. Regarding the K0 parameter in their
Eq. (A.18), which represents the ratio of the number density of
protons to that of electrons per particle energy interval, we con-
sider K0 = ( mp

me
)α ∼ 100 (see also Eq. (7) in Beck & Krause

2005’s work). This value, computed by adopting α ≈ αinj ∼ 0.6
(where αinj is the injection index of the accelerated particles) is
in concordance with particle energy content dominated by the
protons.

In our calculation, we have assumed a cylindrical geom-
etry for the lobes. The size of the lobes was estimated from
the lowest radio contour drawn in Fig. 2 with the base diam-
eters equal to the average width of each lobe, 1′.3 and 1′, and
lengths of 2′.6 and 2′.2 for the northeastern and southwestern
structures, respectively. The total volume of the whole S-shaped
structure was determined from the sum of the individual lobe’s
volume. The global equipartition parameters estimated for the
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Fig. 9. Close-up vision of the central region in G29.37+0.1. The radio
emission at 610 MHz is shown as contours, starting at nine times that
of the local noise and increasing by a factor of 3.3. The radio contours
are overlaid on the 3.4 µm infrared (W1 band, in red) and optical (in
green) fields taken from WISE (FWHM ∼ 6′′) and DSS (resolution
1′′/pixel). The position of the 2MASS object J18443367−0307153, the
possible infrared counterpart to both the DSS optical and WISE emis-
sion, is marked with a plus symbol.

whole presumed radio galaxy (i.e. the S-shaped feature) and for
each lobe in G29.37+0.1 are summarized in Table 5. It should
be pointed out that the spectral break suggested in the radio
continuum spectra of both lobes (Fig. 3) prevents the use of a
global spectral index for each lobe. Therefore, in determining
the physical parameters of the two radio lobes in G29.37+0.1
we used an intermediate spectral index ∼0.5, a compromise be-
tween the values measured between 610 and 1400 MHz in both
features. Firstly, we found that similar values of the equiparti-
tion magnetic field and energy density were reported in the liter-
ature for other FRII radio galaxies also observed with GMRT
(Harwood et al. 2016), as well as for a sample of giant radio
galaxies (Konar et al. 2008). Considering a smaller value for K0
yields magnetic fields up to three times smaller than those com-
puted assuming dominance of protons (K0 � 1). We, however,
emphasize that these results should be read with caution due to
the uncertainties inherent in the redshift determination and in
fundamental parameters related to the energy content of the radio
emission (e.g. K0, the volume filling factor, or the extent of the
source, see Harwood et al. 2016, for a further discussion regard-
ing departure from the equipartition approach). Furthermore, it
should not be ignored that there is scarce evidence that equipar-
tition with a magnetic field uniformly distributed in the emitting
region actually takes place in lobes of radio galaxies.

4.1.2. X-ray associated with the radio-lobes in G29.37+0.1?

We showed in Sect. 3.2.2 that the most plausible origin of the
diffuse X-ray emission is non-thermal. To investigate if the syn-
chrotron process responsible for the radio emission could also
produce the observed X-rays, we estimated the X-ray flux pre-
dicted by the extrapolation of the radio emission to the keV do-
main. We used the relation Fν ∝ ν

−α and took the spectral radio
index αR = 0.47, as derived in Sect. 3.1.2 for the northeastern
radio lobe. For a reference energy of 1 keV (ν ∼ 2.4 × 1017 Hz),
we obtained F1 keV ∼ 10−5 Jy, much higher than the X-ray flux
reported in Table 3 for the power-law fit (∼9.9 × 10−8 Jy in the
1.5–8.0 keV energy band). Thus a simple power-law distribution
for the electron population cannot account simultaneously for
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Table 5. Equipartition parameters for the bright components in the radio source G29.37+0.1.

Component z Beq ueq log L1400
[nT] [10−14 J m−3]

S-shape 0.05 0.76 53.8 24.75
0.01–1 1.20–0.32 132.6–9.4 23.35–27.37

Northeastern 0.05 0.75 52.0 24.46
lobe 0.01–1 1.17–0.31 127.8–9.1 23.06–27.08

Southwestern 0.05 0.72 47.53 24.1
lobe 0.01–1 1.12–0.30 116.8–8.3 22.7–26.7

the radio and X-ray emissions. However, we note that the X-ray
spectral index αX = ΓX − 1 ∼ 0.76 is harder than αR = 0.47,
so both emissions can still be connected if we invoke a spectral
break between the radio and the keV bands.

Now we explore the inverse Compton (IC) mechanism as re-
sponsible for the emission in the X-ray domain. There are sev-
eral sources of photons that may be IC-scattered up to X-ray en-
ergies in radio galaxies. In high-density electron environments
(such as hotspots) the dominant photon population comes from
the synchrotron emission and leads to the so-called synchrotron
self-Compton mechanism (SSC, Hardcastle et al. 2004). In the
low-density lobes of radio galaxies other sources of seed pho-
tons are required. The photons from AGN of the galaxy and the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) can provide a field to be
scattered to keV energies (Croston et al. 2005). A comparison
between the energy density of the field of photons from the syn-
chrotron emission, the central AGN, and the CMB has been used
to discriminate between different IC scenarios in the lobes of
radio galaxies (see Isobe et al. 2002, 2005; Grandi et al. 2003).
Such studies have shown that in FRII sources the CMB is likely
to be the main source of low energy photons for the IC process.

If X-ray emission in the northeastern lobe is caused by
IC scattering of CMB photons, we can estimate the magnetic
field B. We follow Harris & Grindlay (1979), who derived an ex-
pression for the magnetic field in terms of the radio continuum
spectral index α and the radio synchrotron, Fr, and X-ray, FX,
fluxes (adopting the notation of the authors):

B = A(α) (1 + z)
α+3
α+1

(
Fr

FX

) 1
α+1

(
νr

νX

) α
α+1

, (1)

where A(α) =
[
10−47

(
5.05 × 104

)α
C(α)G(α)

] 1
α+1 . Here, C(α)

can be approximated with a value of 1.15× 1031 for 0.5 <
α < 2.0. The factor G(α) is a correction to account for the
IC spectrum produced by the scattering of electrons on the en-
tire black body distribution of CMB photons with a temperature
2.7(1 + z) K, instead of considering a monochromatic CMB with
2.7 K photons. The value of G(α) was numerically estimated by
Harris & Grindlay (1979) for different values of α. Taking the
spectral index estimated from radio observations for the lobes in
G29.37+0.1 (α = αR = 0.47), the corresponding correction fac-
tor is G(α) = 0.5. The magnetic field B calculated from the above
equation with the reported values of C(α) and G(α) is expressed
in Gauss. We took the radio flux at νR = 1400 MHz for the
northeastern lobe F1400 MHz = 0.54 Jy (see Table 2). In the X-ray
band, we used the absorption-corrected flux in the 1.5–8.0 keV
from the best-fit power-law model, namely FX = 9.9× 10−8 Jy.
Thus, from Eq. (1) we obtain B ∼ 0.0015 nT (or 0.015 µG)
for z = 0.05. The respective magnetic field in the 0.01 < z < 1

interval varies between ∼0.002 and ∼0.01 nT. As is evident, there
is a substantial difference between the magnetic field strength
constrained to the X-ray and radio flux data points and that com-
puted assuming the equipartition condition in G29.37+0.1 to be
valid. Several previously published works have noted such a dis-
crepancy (corresponding to B . (0.3–2.5)Beq, e.g. Wilson et al.
2001; Grandi et al. 2003; Harwood et al. 2016) in the lobes of
radio galaxies from which the IC X-rays are detected. It is note-
worthy that none of the previously published comparisons show
differences as significant as that we have found. As argued by
Carilli & Taylor (2002), one possibility to explain this issue may
be an X-ray emission mainly originated in a thermal process
rather than by inverse Compton radiation. We tested a compos-
ite model (powerlaw + zbremms) and found that it produces an
acceptable fit. A highly absorbed spectrum is encountered, with
a column density ∼12× 1022 cm−2. The non-thermal component
(with a best-fit photon index ∼2) dominates the entire spectrum,
especially the hard band (E > 2 keV). The thermal component
(with a best-fit Te ∼ 0.3 keV) contributes marginally in the
lower energy band. Thus, the addition of a thermal component
does not produce significant variations in the non-thermal flux
of G29.37+0.1 as compared with a simple power-law model. Al-
ternative explanations, to account for the differences in the deter-
mination of the magnetic field, include anisotropies in the pitch
angle distribution of the cosmic ray electrons or magnetic field
concentration in small filamentary structures, which leads to a
reduced volume filling factor of the magnetic field (up to 10−2)
(Beck & Krause 2005, and references therein).

Finally, we recall that the radio and X-ray emission may be
produced by different sources superimposed along the line of
sight (namely, a radio galaxy and a galactic X-ray PWN). If this
is the case, the estimation of the magnetic field using Eq. (1)
is meaningless and this could account for the unexpected low
values derived for this magnitude.

4.2. Galactic emission from G29.37+0.1?

While the morphological properties of G29.37+0.1 (mainly the
S-like bright structure) themselves seem well matched to the ex-
tragalactic hypothesis, due to its low Galactic latitude, a fortu-
itous projected positional superposition of other shell-type non-
thermal Galactic sources, such as a supernova remnant, cannot
be discarded. In this section, we attempt to put constraints on
the kinematical distance to the continuum radio emission from
G29.37+0.1 on the basis of hydrogen absorption. Additionally,
we explore the molecular environment observed in projection to-
ward the radio source using 13CO data. Basically, we search for
morphological and kinematic signatures that could account for
interstellar gas physically related to either the whole source or
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some of the radio-synchrotron emitting components (especially
its halo component).

4.2.1. Distance constraints

We analyze the kinematic distance to the observed radio syn-
chrotron emission on the basis of neutral hydrogen emission and
absorption profiles from the VGPS. Useful spectra were obtained
in directions to the northeastern and southwestern lobes and the
nucleus, the three main components of the S-shaped feature. In
the three cases, the emission spectrum was obtained toward re-
gions where the radio continuum emission is bright, while the
corresponding absorption profiles were obtained by subtracting
the bright radio emission from nearby regions. No HI spectra
were obtained toward the halo due to the low surface brightness
of this component.

In the direction of the northeastern lobe (see Fig. 10) the HI
absorption extends up to the tangential point at 110 km s−1 (all
the radial velocities mentioned in this paper are measured with
respect to the local standard of rest); the kinematic distance for
this feature is 7.4 kpc (converting velocities with the rotation
model of the Milky Way of Fich et al. 1989, with the Galacto-
centric distance R0 = 8.5 kpc and the rotation velocity at the Sun
Θ = 220 km s−1). In addition, at negative velocities HI absorp-
tion is observed roughly at −21 and −14 km s−1, although the
signal-to-noise ratio is somewhat low. The kinematic distances
corresponding to the negative features are 17.4 and 16.5 kpc, re-
spectively. Taking all the HI spectra properties into account, we
derive a lower distance limit d ≥ 17.4 kpc to the bright northeast-
ern radio lobe of G29.37+0.1. Similar HI absorption and emis-
sion spectra are measured against the nucleus and the southwest-
ern radio lobe in G29.37+0.1 (not shown here), but the negative
velocity components are more pronounced than those observed
toward the eastern side. Consequently, the distance to both com-
ponents is likely to be ≥17.4 kpc. This result disagrees with that
obtained by Johanson & Kerton (2009) toward the source named
G29.3667+0.1000, which according to its name which is derived
from its position, corresponds to G29.37+0.1. It is considered by
the authors as a SNR candidate located at a poorly determined
distance between 5.2 and 15.8 kpc.

Even with the HI profiles in hand, ascribing distance to
G29.37+0.1 is not straightforward. In light of the results pre-
sented here, it is evident that the HI spectra do not permit us
to confirm or reject an extragalactic origin for either the whole
emission from G29.37+0.1 or some of its components, and some
further information is required. Although only a lower distance
limit was derived from the absorption profiles, the detection of
absorption at negative velocities makes it plausible that these
features are due to all the absorbing gas in the direction of the
suspected radio galaxy traced by the S-shaped morphology.

4.2.2. The molecular gas

The inspection of the molecular gas throughout the range of
velocities covered by the GRS shows a non-uniform distribu-
tion of the 13CO lying in projection within the region of the
G29.37+0.1/HESS J1844−030 system in the velocity range from
∼75 to 100 km s−1. In particular, we identified three molecu-
lar clouds, named in what follows as clouds A, B, and C. The
morphology of these clouds may be suggestive of an associa-
tion between them and the halo-like component in G29.37+0.1,
for which we were not able to set a distance limit using
HI absorption spectra due to its low surface brightness. Up to
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Fig. 10. HI emission (dotted line) and absorption (thick continuous line)
spectra obtained toward the brightest (eastern) part of G29.37+0.1. The
thin horizontal lines indicate the rms noise for the absorption spectrum.
Below, the assigned kinematic distances are denoted (Fich et al. 1989).

date, a notable diversity in morphology and brightness has been
identified in Galactic SNRs interacting with their surroundings6

and thus, in the alternative scenario proposed here, the halo mor-
phology would represent a new case of a distorted SNR expand-
ing into the inhomogeneities of the ISM. The detected molecu-
lar clouds are presented in Fig. 11, where contours of the radio
emission from the MAGPIS-1400 MHz image at 6′′ resolution
are included for reference. Figure 11a displays the 13CO emis-
sion integrated from 75.6 to 84.3 km s−1, the range of velocities
in which clouds A and B are found, while Fig. 11b shows the
molecular emission integrated between 89.2 and 100.0 km s−1,
the range of velocities corresponding to cloud C.

While the observed alignment of the molecular emission and
the halo in G29.37+0.1 may be coincidental, we further explore
for kinematical signatures of the presumed interacting molecu-
lar gas. The 13CO average spectrum for each cloud is displayed
in Fig. 12. They were obtained by using a ∼1′.5 box centred
at the brightest clumps of clouds A, B, and C (the clumps are
roughly 3′ in size). Along with the 13CO emission spectra, the
HI absorption profile toward each clump is shown in Fig. 12 as
dashed lines. These absorption spectra were constructed by sub-
tracting the HI emission profile from a spectrum averaged over
different regions adjacent to each molecular cloud. For all the
clouds, several HI absorption peaks are present up to the veloc-
ity of the molecular cloud, but it is noticeable that no absorp-
tion features are present at higher velocities (up to the tangent
point). In order to assign a distance to the corresponding CO
clouds, we used the Galactic rotation curve of Fich et al. (1989).
Then, the corresponding near and far distances are: 5.0/9.9 kpc
for cloud A, 5.1/9.8 kpc for cloud B, and 5.8/9.0 kpc for cloud C.
To solve this kinematic distance ambiguity (KDA) and determine
a unique distance to each cloud, we can observe that the clouds
only marginally overlap the continuum emission from the halo,
and in the weakest parts of it (Fig. 11). Then, to a good approxi-
mation, we can consider that they are not superposed to any con-
tinuum source. In this scenario, the HI absorption peaks seen in
the spectra of Fig. 12 are ascribed to the absorption of the warm
Galactic HI filling the interstellar medium along the line of sight

6 See http://astronomy.nju.edu.cn/~ygchen/others/
bjiang/interSNR6.htm for an extensive list of Galactic SNRs
interacting with molecular clouds.
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of the tangent point. The horizontal, solid line indicates the rms noise in the absorption spectra of the HI. The three cases show similar spectral
features, which allow us to locate these three clouds at its near distance, dclouds ∼ 5–6 kpc.

by the cooler HI embedded in the molecular clouds. If the cor-
responding cloud were beyond the tangent point, there should
not be absorption coincident with the 13CO emission peak, since
the HI gas at the same radial velocity at the near distance would
be emitting too. Therefore, as this is not the case for the three
clouds, these are in the foreground of the tangent point and we
assign the near distance to all of them. Taking into account the
involved uncertainties, the distances are: 5.0 ± 1.8 kpc for cloud
A, 5.1±1.8 kpc for cloud B, and 5.8±2.0 kpc for cloud C. Details
about this procedure to solve the KDA for molecular clouds from
their spectral characteristics can be found in Roman-Duval et al.
(2009).

None of the molecular clouds show direct kinematic evi-
dence (like broadenings in the molecular spectra, asymmetries
in the profiles, etc.) of interaction with the halo in G29.37+0.1.
However, these spectral signatures, often associated with pertur-
bations in the velocities field of the molecular gas caused by the
passage of a shock front, are not conclusive. Several molecu-
lar clouds without kinematic spectral signatures are known to be

interacting with SNRs. If this is the case, then the outer radio
emitting component in G29.37+0.1 could be explained in terms
of a supernova remnant impacting the surrounding material.

For the sake of completeness, we analyzed the physical prop-
erties of the molecular gas. In Table 6 we summarize for each
cloud the central velocity vc and the FWHM velocity, the peak
brightness temperature, the mass, and the corresponding total
proton volume density (atomic plus molecular contents). Since
the profiles are clearly non-gaussian, the listed parameters are
only mean representative values. Additionally, we followed the
procedure presented in Castelletti et al. (2013) to calculate the
H2 column density of the identified molecular material and used
this value, together with the corresponding distance that we de-
rived for each cloud, to compute the total mass of the clouds. For
clouds A, B, and C we assumed regions (elliptical for A, and cir-
cular for B and C) with physical sizes of approximately 2′.5 × 6′,
3′.5 and 3′ in diameter, respectively. The uncertainties in the mass
calculation are estimated to be about 30% and arise from the ve-
locity range in which we detect the molecular material that forms
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Table 6. Physical properties for the 13CO clouds.

Cloud Tmb vc ∆v Mass Density
[K] [km s−1] [km s−1] [M�] [cm−3]

A 2.3 ± 0.4 80.1 ± 1.1 4.8 ± 0.7 2150 ± 650 840 ± 300
B 1.7 ± 0.2 81.5 ± 1.1 8.1 ± 1.7 1700 ± 500 910 ± 350
C 1.7 ± 0.3 94.2 ± 1.1 8.8 ± 1.3 2100 ± 600 1200 ± 400

the cloud, the definition of the integration region, the estimation
of the background temperature, and the assumed distances.

4.3. Plausible origins for the γ rays from HESS J1844−030

In this section we use our findings in order to address the
problem of the origin of the γ-ray emission presumably as-
sociated with G29.37+0.1. The extension of the γ-ray excess
in HESS J1844−030 is similar to the point-spread function of
the H.E.S.S. telescope. This fact favours an extragalactic ori-
gin for the production of the TeV emission and is consistent
with our interpretation of the radio synchrotron emission from
G29.37+0.1 as a new radio galaxy. To date, γ rays in extragalac-
tic sources have been attributed both to the leptonic process in
which relativistic electrons in the lobes of radio galaxies are IC
scattered-off by lower-energy ambient photons (CMB or extra-
galactic background light photons) or hadronic emission from
cosmic rays interacting with the lobes (McKinley et al. 2015).
There are some indications that the detected γ rays are predom-
inantly originated in the radio lobes rather than the central core
region (e.g. Centaurus A, Abdo et al. 2010). In our case the avail-
able TeV data do not allow distinction between γ-ray contri-
butions from the core and the lobes. In a Galactic context for
HESS J1844−030, in which the X-ray emitting region could be
a pulsar wind nebula, a leptonic origin for the TeV emission via
the IC process of accelerated electrons (perhaps from the source
PS1) might be a plausible explanation.

Recently, in the region of HESS J1843−033 the High Alti-
tude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) observatory has detected, with
a post-trial significance of 4.7σ, the extended γ-ray source
1HWC J1844−031C (Abeysekara et al. 2016). This emission,
whose nature was not identified, is centred at RA ∼ 18h44m,
Dec ∼ −3◦.6 (RA = 281◦.0± 0◦.2, Dec = −3◦.1) and sepa-
rated by 0◦.32 from the HESS source. Although an association
with HESS J1843−033 was suggested, the morphology of the
HAWC source extended toward the γ-ray pulsar wind nebula
HESS J1846−029 (Djannati-Ataï et al. 2008) makes this possi-
bility questionable.

5. Concluding remarks

In this work, we utilized new continuum observations from
GMRT at 610 MHz together with a MAGPIS image at
1400 MHz to conduct the first detailed study of the radio source
G29.37+0.1. In order to obtain a coherent picture of this object,
we also analyzed archival X-ray data collected by XMM-Newton
and Chandra, and investigated the molecular and atomic gas in
the direction of the source. Our study revealed that:

(1) Radio morphology and spectral properties: at radio wave-
lengths, G29.37+0.1 consists of lobes and jets oriented sym-
metrically around a bright central nuclear region, which is
reminiscent of a radio galaxy morphology. Furthermore, the

new radio image at 610 MHz and that at 1400 MHz from
MAGPIS for the source clearly reveal an extended region of
weak emission, namely the halo, that surrounds the bright
components in G29.37+0.1. The astrophysical connection
of this structure with the lobes, jets, and the nucleus is not
straightforward; its possible interaction with molecular ma-
terial favours a Galactic origin for this emission. The com-
puted global radio continuum spectrum of the S-feature in
G29.37+0.1 (α ∼ 0.6) is unambiguously produced by a syn-
chrotron source. Additionally, the spectral distribution over
the source (α ∼ 0.3–0.7) is compatible with values observed
in radio galaxies.

(2) Physical properties of the radio continuum emission: con-
sidering an extragalactic origin for G29.37+0.1, the linear
size of this source is ∼370 kpc for a redshift z ∼ 0.05 es-
timated using the K-z relation on the optical and infrared
counterparts to the candidate radio galaxy nucleus. At the
mentioned redshift, the estimated 610 MHz luminosity is
∼1025 W Hz−1, entirely in concordance with typical lumi-
nosities of radio galaxies and thus providing further hints
on the extragalactic nature of the source. The uncertainty in
these calculations is dominated by our redshift determina-
tion. For a range 0.01 < z < 1 where most of the radio galax-
ies are detected, the luminosity at 610 MHz of G29.31+0.1
varies from ∼1023.5 to ∼1027.5 W Hz−1. Using simple ener-
getic considerations in a revised equipartition formalism for
a plasma dominated by protons (K0 = 100), the resulting
magnetic field of the source varies between 1.20 and 0.32 nT
for the quoted redshift range.

(3) X-ray emission properties: the X rays detected in the direc-
tion of G29.37+0.1 are suggestive of an association with the
radio lobe emission in the northeastern part of the source.
Based on the X-ray spectrum alone, a single non-thermal
model modified by Galactic absorption proves adequate to
explain the observed diffuse X-ray emission. In the case of
an extragalactic origin for the X rays, the magnetic field
strength is significantly lower than those typically measured
in the lobes of radio galaxies, upon the assumption that all
of the X-ray flux is originated by IC scattering of CMB pho-
tons, and it is also far from the field strength obtained as-
suming equipartition condition in the northeastern lobe of
G29.37+0.1. A Galactic PWN is a more plausible origin for
the X-ray emission and the radio halo would represent the
shell of a SNR. The source PS1 would be the most likely
pulsar candidate powering the proposed nebula. Clearly, ex-
planations in this area deserve further detailed observations
and theoretical considerations.

(4) Surrounding environment: on the basis of HI absorption
spectra against the S-shaped morphology, we determined a
kinematic distance greater than 17.4 kpc for this component
in G29.37+0.1. In addition, we have identified a complex of
strong molecular emission which lies in projection around
G29.37+0.1. The molecular material seems to match (in
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projection) the faint outer emission around the radio source,
which is suggestive of an interaction. Mass and density esti-
mates derived from CO and HI gas components give in each
cloud averaged values of ∼2000 M� and 1000 cm−3.

(5) The shape of the TeV excess at the position of the source
G29.37+0.1 is compatible with that expected from a point
source given the HESS point-spread function. This fact, to-
gether with our interpretation of the observed radio emis-
sion as being produced in a new radio galaxy, suggest that
HESS J1844−030 could represent a new case of an extra-
galactic γ-ray emitting source.

Consequently, we propose that G29.37+0.1 is the superposition
of a radio galaxy (the S-like feature) and a composite SNR with
a shell (the radio halo component), a pulsar powered component
(the diffuse X-ray emission), and perhaps even the neutron star
(the source PS1). Our results highlight the effectiveness of high-
resolution and high-sensitivity low radio frequency observations
in resolving down to a few arcsec both morphological and spec-
tral features across all the potential counterparts to the TeV γ-
ray emission. Radio galaxies are, of course, common features on
wide-field, low frequency radio images. However, for lines of
sight through the inner Galaxy, they are a source of confusion
with SNRs since their spectra are similar. Our observations are
important for identifying one such confusing source for future
observers. Conversely, this newly identified radio galaxy now
serves as a good background target, for example for measuring
thermal ISM continuum absorption at even lower frequencies.
Finally, we point out that next-generation ground-based γ-ray in-
struments as the Cherenkov Telescope Array, will have the spa-
tial resolution and sensitivity required to distinguish between the
spatial contributions of γ rays from the different components de-
tected at radio frequencies.
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